
WEBSITES: 
 

 

https://literacy.concordia.ca/abra/en/  

https://literacy.concordia.ca/abra/fr/   

These websites (English and French versions) are from Concordia University for early literacy. 

ABRACADABRA (A Balanced Reading Approach for Children Always Designed to Achieve Best Results for 

All) is a highly interactive, early literacy web-based tool that supports beginning readers through dozens 

of engaging activities and digital stories. 

 

APPS:  

Phonemic Awareness 

PHONEMIC AWARENESS BUBBLES 4+ 

Pre-Phonics Learning Games PRESCHOOL UNIVERSITY       
This app helps your child develop their ability to listen for and discern sounds at the beginning of 
words.                                                 
 

 
 
 

Sound Beginnings 
Children Master Blending, Segmenting and Reading 3-Letter 
Short Vowel Words 
This game app teaches your child to listen for and discriminate the beginning, 
middle and ending sounds of words. Has 12 different and fun game combinations to challenge 
your child and help them develop strong phonemic awareness. This is the most advanced letter 
sounds app in the Preschool University letter series. It includes games for beginners and 
advanced learners. 

https://literacy.concordia.ca/abra/en/
https://literacy.concordia.ca/abra/fr/


Apps to Learn Letter Sounds 

Phonics Game Apps Help Your Child Master the 
Sounds of Letters  

ABC MAGIC PHONICS 1 
Children will learn the sounds of the English Alphabet. This foundational app will help your child 
learn the sounds of the letters of the alphabet, which are necessary for reading. Learning the 
sounds of the letters gives your child the tools for reading and helps them become better 
readers later in development. Each letter is matched with a phonetic photo image to help your 
child develop the neuro connection of the sound to the image. 

 

 

ABC MAGIC PHONICS 2 

Builds on the skills learned in ABC MAGIC PHONICS 1. Children learn to discriminate which letter 
sound combinations match carefully chosen phonetic pictures and in the process, develop strong 
phonemic awareness. 

 

 

ABC MAGIC PHONICS 3 
Letter Sound Matching 
This app helps your child master the letter-sound connection. It uses four different games to 
help your child develop and reinforce their knowledge of the sound each letter makes. Each 
game involves seeing letters and hearing sounds. Your child learns to choose which sounds do or 
do not match the letter(s) being shown. 

 

 

ABC MAGIC PHONICS 4 

This app tests your child and helps to master the letter/sound connection. It features four new 
and fun games that help your child learn quickly and reinforces their knowledge of the sound 
each letter makes. This app challenges your child by not having the letters say their sounds when 
touched. 

 

 

 

 



 ABC MAGIC PHONICS 5 
Connecting Sounds, Letters and Pictures 
This stand-alone app includes 10 lessons that help your child practice all the key areas of the 
alphabetic principle. Letter sounds, letter symbols and letter usage are all used in various 
combinations to provide your child an in-depth experience and practice of the functions and 
usage of letters. 

 

 

ABC MAGIC PHONICS 6 
Memory Match 
This stand-alone app is is designed for advanced beginners. It includes 11 game variations that 
help your child practice all the key areas of the alphabetic principle. Letter sounds, letter 
symbols and letter usage are all used in various combinations to provide your child an in-depth 
experience of the function and usage of letters. 

 

 


